Vw beetle ignition switch problems

Volkswagen New Beetle owners have reported 5 problems related to ignition switch under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen New Beetle based on all problems
reported for the New Beetle. The ignition switch electrical part, not locking cylinder after time
got very hot, melted some of wires connecting to the switch and shorted the switch out, causing
the vehicle to lose the headlights, tail lights not brake lights , turn signals, and wipers. Also a
few non safety related times as in the heater. If this would happened at night, you couldn't see
where you are going to come to a safe stop or worse if going around a curve. Would also not
allow driver to signal to other drivers of a lane change. We were in a parking lot and in the
middle of the day when it happened to us. This being my wife's car, if this would have happened
during her trip home at night from work. I just don't even want to think about it. Vw will charge
you to replace this part if not under warranty. I have researched this and am not the only one
with this problem. Many others with the same part including different vw models jetta, golf, etc.
Some of the pictures that were taken are pretty bad and could also pose as a fire hazard. This
needs to be dealt with ASAP. See all problems of the Volkswagen New Beetle. Failed switch wa
sretained, and will be made available to third parties for engineering analysis. Since I dared not
drive in the rain without wipers, and since it was a Sunday, I had to get towed home. It was the
ignition switch -- and when they tried to replace it, they found that its receptacle and nearby
wires were all melted! While driving at night the epc light came on. I wanted to pull over since
the car is fairly new and had never seen that light on while driving. I pulled the car off the road
to check the manual and see what the light meant. The car was in park. I could not get the car to
shift out of park. After calling road side assistance. I had the car towed to the dealership. Thing
is, road side assistance had heard about this before. They had me do a "procedure" to get the
car to shift out of park and be able to drive home. Once home the car got stuck into neutral. I
then had it towed. Upon removing the old unit, I noticed a wire that connects to the 30 fuse on
the unit was melted and corroded, the plastic housing that connects the wires to the switch it
self had melted in a small portion and the old unit had visible burn marks on it. The failure has
been fixed, but the potential safety hazard still exists in my opinion, just based on the numerous
people I've read about with the same problem. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem of the
Volkswagen New Beetle 1. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen New Beetle 2. Ignition
Switch problem of the Volkswagen New Beetle 3. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen
New Beetle 4. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen New Beetle 5. Electrical System
problems. Dash Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Ignition
problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Battery problems. Ignition Coils Failure
problems. Volkswagen Beetle owners have reported 13 problems related to ignition switch
under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen Beetle based on all
problems reported for the Beetle. The contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. While the vehicle was
parked, the contact was unable to remove the key from the ignition. The contact had to turn the
steering wheel several times in order to remove the key from the ignition. The contact stated
that the failure persisted. The contact took the vehicle to schumacher Volkswagen of west palm
beach okeechobee blvd, west palm beach, FL however, the vehicle was not diagnosed nor
repaired. The service manager stated that the ignition needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 26, See all problems of the
Volkswagen Beetle. Tl- the contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. The contact stated that the key
would not immediately release from the ignition switch. The cause of the failure was not
determined. The local dealer and the manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 75, Tl-the contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. The contact stated that the key was
stock in the ignition switch and the vehicle could not be turned off. For approximately 6 months,
started intermittently and now it happened every day. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for
a diagnostic, but an appointment was scheduled with flow Volkswagen of charlottesville,
richmond rd, charlottesville, va The manufacturer was notified of the fail and a case number:
was filed. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 50, While
stationary, ignition switch sometimes does not turn on or off. Many times I spend 20 to 30
minutes trying to start my car. On occasion , I cannot turn the car off or remove the key after
turning the car off. Tl the contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. The contact stated that the key
failed to release from the ignition switch and remained in the on position. There were no
warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was taken to southern Volkswagen greenbrier s
military hwy, chesapeake, va , where it was diagnosed that the ignition lock cylinder and
housing needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and opened case
number: The approximate failure mileage was 58, Volkswagen Beetle ignition switch the key
gets stuck in the ignition and can not take the key out because of the ignition switch going bad.

A lot of people have filed a complaint and this seems to be a manufacturer defect. This
happened to me when I was parked outside a grocery store and spent minutes just to take the
key out. This happens frequently and using this car now is a pain as I don't know if I will be able
to turn the ignition off. The contact stated that after shutting the vehicle off it was discovered
that the key could not be removed from the ignition switch. The cause of the failure was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
The contact stated that the ignition switch was able to fully rotate upon turning the vehicle on
and while the vehicle was in motion. The dealer was notified. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic who indicated that the ignition switch, housing, and lock set needed to
be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and stated that there was no recall.
The approximate failure mileage was 48, The contact stated that when driving at high speeds or
idling, the vehicle would suddenly hesitate and would attempt to stall. The digital clock would
independently reset to midnight and the fuel level gauge needle would drop to zero. The vehicle
was taken to an authorized dealer where the ignition switch was replaced. The failure recurred.
The fuel level gauge had not moved back up so the contact was unaware of how much fuel was
in the tank. The contact scheduled another appointment with the dealer at the time of the
complaint. The manufacturer was not contacted. The VIN was unavailable. The current and
failure mileage was approximately , Dt:consumer complained about problems with unlocking
vehicle. When she turned the key the windows roll down on their own. It might not happen right
at that time, but some time after the vehicle was turned on and off the windows rolled down.
Sometimes the keyless entry remote will work and sometimes it will not work. Consumer knew
of other people with the same type of vehicle having the same problem. Dealer was repairing the
problem. Dealer told consumer that repairs were not covered under warranty. Repairs were
done at consumer's expense. Dealer replaced the cylinder lock switch. Consumer had this
problem since she owned the vehicle. My car continues to get stuck in park. It's left me
stranded needing assistance from strangers. Its frustrating and scary to have this happen. The
Volkswagen new Beetle ignition switch melted at contact wires in the steering column. The
cause was the fog lights undersized wiring to the ignition switch. When it melted the contacts
the headlights, turn signals, hvac, and gauges became inoperable, to name a few. It was out of
service for two months at my cost and my repair. I could not afford the repair through the
dealership and there are no recalls although though conversations with vw mechanics and
others this problem was not uncommon. There are still nuances with electrical components in
the Beetle to this day. I would hope there were no fires or injuries. Vehicle caught fire on inside
of ignition switch box. There was a bad connection in the ignition switch. Dealer's remedy was
to tighten the wires in ignition box, but the electrical portion of dashboard would periodically go
down. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 1. Ignition Switch
problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 2. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 3.
Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 4. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen
Beetle 5. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 6. Ignition Switch problem of the
Volkswagen Beetle 7. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 8. Ignition Switch
problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 9. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Beetle
Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Battery
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Putting the key in the ignition switch and starting the car feels like
second nature. However, if your car has ignition switch problems , you may not be able to start
the car at all. Ignition switch problems can also cause issues on the road, such as unexpected
shutdowns or electrical problems. Here's how to fix several common issues. The average car
key only has a few hundred thousand combinations. Of course, if you access the car itself with
your key, you likely won't be able to turn on the ignition because of all those extra tumblers.
This has really happened, much to the chagrin of car owners and inadvertent felons. The
ignition cylinder is mechanically connected to the steering wheel lock, so a potential thief
cannot steer the car without the key. If you turn off the engine with the steering wheel turned or
turn the steering wheel after turning off the engine, the steering wheel lock can bind and
prevent you from turning the ignition. How To Fix It: Fortunately, this is an easy fix. Just turn
the wheel back and forth until the ignition cylinder is freed. You may insert and remove the
ignition key thousands of times every year, wearing the key and tumblers ever-so-slightly every
time. Heavy keychains can add more stress to the ignition cylinder, increasing wear. After a
while, the key may fall out of the cylinder or be unable to turn out of the lock position. How To
Fix It: The best way to do this is to get a new lockset, with new keys and a new cylinder. You
might consider getting a matched lockset that includes the door and trunk cylinders. The
ignition switch itself is connected to the ignition cylinder by a shaft or lever. Inside the ignition
switch, several contacts connect vital electrical systems needed to start and run the car. These

generalizations, depend significantly on year, make, and model. Worn ignition switch contacts,
temperature problems, or broken springs can all cause the ignition switch to fail, preventing
you from starting your car. On the road, poor ignition switch contacts could shut the engine off
while driving, which could be dangerous. How To Fix It: After ensuring the rest of the electrical
system is intact, such as fuses, relays, and circuits, replace the ignition switch. Modern cars
with immobilizers use transponder keys to enable or disable engine starting or running. The
chip in the key transmits a specific code, of which there are millions. If this code matches the
ones programmed into the vehicle, engine starting is enabled. An incorrect key code, such as
from an unprogrammed key or damaged key, would prevent engine starting. Electrical
problems, such as broken immobilizer antenna wiring, which usually encircles the ignition
cylinder, can prevent the engine immobilizer from reading transponder codes. Finally, some
keys have battery-amplified transponders, so a dead battery might prevent the codes from
being read. How To Fix It: For amplified transponders, replace the battery. Otherwise, you may
need to have a professional make sure all keys are programmed to your immobilizer and that
the system is electrically sound. Benjamin Jerew. Benjamin Jerew is an ASE-certified Master
Automobile Technician with over a decade of experience in auto repair, maintenance, and
diagnosis. Updated August 14, I just purchased a Beetle a month ago. The car is adorable. I've
always wanted to drive a Beetle but now I hate I!!! Yes, I have jiggled the steering wheel forcibly,
turned the wheel gently, talked to the key and even begged it to turn! Still nothing happens-except I keep sweating and hating the car. I hate VW as a company now. Does anyone out there
know how to solve the problem before I just sell this frustrating but adorable car??? Reelin68
answered 5 years ago. Have you tried going from Park to Neutral a few times to see if it's the
shifter that's locking up the ignition? Ivy answered 5 years ago. I will try that as soon as I get
into the car next-- in an hour or so. I'll post back if that did anything. Please stay tuned I
appreciate your speedy reply!!! If key is able to come out of the ignition, I have found that
sometimes if you just flip it over and reinsert it, that will do the trick sometimes. My truck key is
like that. Thanks for your speedy reply. Tried that also. Didn't work. Appreciate your trying to
help! Mark answered 5 years ago. You purchased this a month ago? Did you purchase from a
new car dealer? Was this supposed to be a certified used car? And, if so, it should have come
with a warranty of some kind? Or, maybe you purchased it as is from a private party? Where did
you purchase your car? I'm sorry to tell you, I had two VWs and they were maintenance
nightmares. Yes, these cars are cute, but, you can't drive cute. Take your car to an independent
garage that specializes in German cars or VWs. Good luck. It's all Asian cars for me now. By the
way, if it was a certified car, it would have been on the outside edge of that distinction. Certified
cars are no more than 5 years old and less than 80, miles unless it's a Porsche. Thanks Mark!
By the way, I believe that VW's are "maintenance nightmares" from this experience, a friend's
personal experience, and postings online. My question to you is this WHY do so many people
still swear by VW's and insist that they are wonderful cars to buy??? That is a fact, but as you
said, "you can't drive cute". Correction-- you CAN drive "cute", but you will have lots of
aggravation, and money spent because you insist on driving "cute"!!! You're right, driving cute
has a certain "cool " cachet. So, I've had plenty of experience with Beetles. My father even had a
66 Beetle that through a rod and I should have learned from that because in my 70 VW Beetle
through a rod at 62, miles. No more VWs for me ever. Why are they so popular? Well, they're
cute and have a style all their own. I've got a friend who had a 99 VW New Beetle and they had
nothing but problems. Back in 77 when I purchased my Rabbit new, I really wanted and
considered the VW Beetle convertible, but, decided at the last minute to get the liquid cooled
Rabbit instead. Car was fantastic for the first four years and then, it just started to fall apart. I
did like the car and its peppy little engine though and kept the car for 11 years. Had lots to
problems and got lucky in that a friend of mine was a VW mechanic who gave me a great deal
on service. Without that I would have dumped the car. VWs really got ingrained in the public
through the 60s and 70s, they were everywhere and the fact that year to year changes were so
minor and they were less expensive and easier to fix than other cars established their
reputation as a solid good car. Unfortunately, something happened along the way and they
changed, quality went down and their long standing reputation as far as I'm concerned went
south. When the "New Beetle " arrived, I would have thought that this would have been a
turning point for them, but, they squandered the cutest car with terrible mechanical engineering
flaws. I've learned my lesson the hard way. I appreciate your honest sharing Have a great
weekend. Deathjam4 answered 5 years ago. Sounds like you got a bunch of fanatics preaching
to the chore. Hi i am a vw specialist and i know a many of your issues. The reason your key is
not turning is because after a certain amount of time the lock pin starts to get loose and makes
the ignitions hard to turn after its been put into lock position. My jetta has the same issue but
because i bought mine under a vw dealership it is covered for replacement free under warranty.

As for getting the lock to release a bit easier til its replaced just do what i do. If your car has
rolled and put weight on the left or right of the steering lock. Find the sweet spot in the middle
between hard points while holding the key forward lightly and it pops past the lock easy.
Unfortunately the only fix is replacement of the ignition unit which requires all your keys to be
recoded to the new ignition unit. This is a known and common issue with all audi's and vw cars
and don't be surprised when i say this is a common issue with many other car types as well
such as gm cars and ford even dodges will develop this issue. These issues only get worse with
each new generation because the car company's want to make more for less which results in
shoty parts and poor reliability. Out of all the cars out there tho every car has its own equal
amount of frustration with repairs. Its all just luck on what you buy these days and how well its
been treated before you bought the vehicle. The main reason for this happening tho is from the
car applying weight on the steering lock while the car is parked. This is why the vw dealer
always recommends you pull your emergency brake up every time you park this way the car will
not imply its weight on your steering lock and cause it to do this after a period of time. Look, I
had a '98 New Beetle for a number of years- it was a stylish car in an age of look-alikes- the car
seemed to be solid mechanically- and it was great to have this thing as a part of my life- but the
important thing about this car was that I gave it to my daughter to go to college- and she was hit
in it, rear ended at a light, and it saved her life- hit so hard that she was smashed into the SUV in
front of her- the people in the SUV went to the hospital- the bumpers in the Beetle just popped
back out, only the lights were smashed! I have never seen anything like it! After insurance fixed
it to reset the bumpers she was hit again a year later, in the side, when a driver ran a red lightagain, she emerged unscathed, but this time, the little red beetle was totaled- look, if you want
to talk about worthless cars, talk about Audis, Saabs, or Dodge Pickups- these New Beetles are
good cars-. Deborah answered 4 years ago. I'm having the problem right now. In getting help
they locked the wheel. I'm using a new Key because the key I got with my used Beetle broken
due to trying to get it to turn. Im looking for help. It's not fixed, I can't turn the wheel nor the key
help. I missed an important engagement today due to not getting there. Deathjam4 answered 4
years ago. Its a very common issue with all the vw's from and up. I have a jetta that already had
the ignition replaced twice. In the mean time the best way to get the key to turn is put the key in
the ignition and jiggle it while trying to turn it forward and rocking the steering wheel back and
forth till it finds the sweet spot. They death Jan, I did have it fixed at the dealership. But listen, I
almost had good news. I jiggled and tried the key today. I got the car to turn on. Then thought
now what? All i thought was to be sure the tires were straight. Turned it off. Tried to turn it back
on, couldn't get the key to turn. Later I thought I should have backed into my parking space
cause now I'm pulled in. The end. Well i can tell you the dealership did not fix the car right if the
key is still loose and won't turn then you have a right to take the car back to them with your
reciet and complain directly to the service department manager. This usually will get them to
hop on there feet and do something properly. Be specific and if they don't replace the parts for
free this time because of their screw up on their so called repair job then you will be forced to
just take the car to your lawyer as proof that they ripped you off. You might even be able to get
your money back if your firm enough with them and look genuinely angry which I'm sure you
are:P. Any ways the main reason you can't get the key to turn is due to the looseness of the
main key body. It no longer lines up with the safety switch that locks the steering wheel. This is
why jiggling the steering wheel and key at the same time makes it easier to turn the key when it
is in this kinda shape. I experienced this myself in my jetta till eventually it just got to be to
much of a hassle every single day. Dyersburg answered 4 years ago. There is interlock between
the ignition and transmission. If the locking mechanism is slightly misaligned then the kew will
not turn. Try raising or lowering the steering wheel and telescoping it in or out same lever to
raise or lower steering wheel allows it to telescope. This will move the cable and locking
mechanism. Also try pushing the button on the gear shifter while turning the key. Good Luck
and let me know if this works. GuruVCSN3 answered 2 years ago. How about squirting a little
graphite in there too loosen things up a little. That's all it took on mine. GuruS8FRQ answered
about a year ago. I have come to Portugal with my Polo and whenever it is parked in the hot sun
for a while it will not start, key won't budge and steering wheel locked too. So now I leave
windows open a little and have reflective window covers and find shade not always possible! It
is definitely the heat because when I leave all the doors open and come back after some time it
will start! I had a TT before with endless technical door locking etc problems which nobody
could resolve. Rashed answered about a year ago. Spry some WD 40 inside the ignition switch,
and then rest 30 seconds before trying again. Works like a charm. When the key in placed in the
ignition to start the car, the key will not turn. The steering wheel is locked and the gear shifter is
stuck in Park.. My turbo beetle with miles has been giving me a fit. The key will go into the
ignition but not turn over. This doesn't always happen but when it does it will go on for 10to 25

minut This has happened a few times before and all I would have to do is turn the wheel at the
same time as I turned the key. Now the steering wheel is locked and I can't get it to turn at all. I
called a m Key won't turn in the ignition. When I go to turn the steering wheel it locks and then I
have to rock the steering wheel back and forth until it starts. I've owned the car f I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Volkswagen Beetle question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Vehicle
Volkswagen Beetle 2. Get Started. Search Volkswagen Beetle Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Volkswagen is
expanding a recall from to prevent drivers from removing the ignition key if their vehicles are
not in park, according to filings with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA.
The problem is electrical, a kind of issue that has plagued VW in the past, and relates to a
defective switch contact in the gear selector housing. A silicate layer can form on the contact;
and, because of higher resistance, prevent the switch from detecting whether the gear selector
is in park. When that happens, the car might throw a warning message, issue a chime sound, or
do nothing at all. A total of , cars are affected in the U. However, only these models with
automatic transmission, a manual-crank hand brake, and a flip-out metal ignition
keyâ€”remember, the ones you used to stick in the steering column? The company previously
recalled 33, Golf and Golf SportWagen models in July and, through further testing, realized the
problem extended to hundreds of thousands of extra cars. At this time, the company did not cite
any injuries or accidents related to this defect. As with that recall, the solution is rather
extensive. Dealers have to install a new switch inside the gearshift lever housing, disable the
old switch without removing it, and connect a circuit board to the wiring harness that wasn't
originally equipped on these cars. The board is supposed to limit the "current spikes" that were
causing the problem, VW said. The company has made fixes to all current models in production
and said it will begin notifying owners in mid-October. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword
s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Michael Simari. The cars can roll away only if
a driver removes the key and does not shift into park. The newly announced recall expands on a
recall for the same problem. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Recalls. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Since I dared not drive in the rain
without wipers, and since it was a Sunday, I had to get towed home. It was the ignition switch -and when they tried to replace it, they found that its receptacle and nearby wires were all
melted! VW says tough luck, it's my problem. Fire hazard! Main concern is no headlights, and
risk of fire obviously. VW of America is aware of the problem across many models, and dealers
have warned that cars are 'un-driveable' due t
touareg owner manual
raptor supplies
ford ranger manual transmissions
o fire risk when problem surfaces. Vwoa refuses to replace or recall switches. Ignition swith
requires replacment. Two wires on ignition switch module shorted. Caused failure of headlights,
wipers, brake lights, air conditioning, interior lighting, etc. Ignition module was replaced.
Problem remedied. This is a known problem. Volkswagen, and Volkswagen of America refuse to
recognize this defect, or initiate a recall. Here is a link to an online forum with other consumers
that have had the exact same safety issue as I have. Upon removing the old unit, I noticed a wire
that connects to the 30 fuse on the unit was melted and corroded, the plastic housing that
connects the wires to the switch it self had melted in a small portion and the old unit had visible
burn marks on it. The failure has been fixed, but the potential safety hazard still exists in my
opinion, just based on the numerous people I've read about with the same problem. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:.

